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SUMMARY

Substantial improvements in enzyme activity demand
multiple mutations at spatially proximal positions in
the active site. Such mutations, however, often exhibit
unpredictable epistatic (non-additive) effects on activity. Here we describe FuncLib, an automated method
for designing multipoint mutations at enzyme active
sites using phylogenetic analysis and Rosetta design
calculations. We applied FuncLib to two unrelated
enzymes, a phosphotriesterase and an acetyl-CoA
synthetase. All designs were active, and most showed
activity profiles that significantly differed from the
wild-type and from one another. Several dozen
designs with only 3–6 active-site mutations exhibited
10- to 4,000-fold higher efficiencies with a range of
alternative substrates, including hydrolysis of the toxic
organophosphate nerve agents soman and cyclosarin
and synthesis of butyryl-CoA. FuncLib is implemented
as a web server (http://FuncLib.weizmann.ac.il); it
circumvents iterative, high-throughput experimental
screens and opens the way to designing highly efficient and diverse catalytic repertoires.

INTRODUCTION
Mutations that alter enzyme activity profiles are essential for
adaptation to an organism’s changing needs, such as metabolizing new substrates. Such mutations are also highly desired
in basic research, biotechnology, and biomedicine to enable
efficient and environmentally safe solutions; for instance, in the
synthesis of useful molecules or the degradation of harmful
ones. Most mutations, however, are deleterious to protein
activity and stability, constraining the emergence of improved
variants through natural evolution or protein engineering.
Furthermore, because of mutational epistasis, a mutation’s
effect on activity depends on whether other mutations were previously acquired (de Visser et al., 2011; Phillips, 2008; Starr and

Thornton, 2016; Miton and Tokuriki, 2016). In the extreme case,
known as sign epistasis, two mutations that are individually
deleterious, enhance activity when combined or vice versa
(Dellus-Gur et al., 2015; Weinreich et al., 2005). In natural evolution, mutations usually occur one at a time, and, thus, epistatic
combinations of mutations must accumulate in a specific order
because all intermediates must be at least as active as their
predecessors or they would be purged by selection. The high
prevalence of sign epistasis among function-enhancing mutations further reduces the likelihood of obtaining beneficial
combinations (Weinreich et al., 2006). Protein evolution is
additionally constrained by stability threshold effects, whereby
function-enhancing mutations may destabilize the protein
(Wang et al., 2002; Shoichet et al., 1995) and, therefore, accumulate only up to a threshold in which additional mutations are
no longer tolerated (Bershtein et al., 2006; Bloom et al., 2006).
To overcome stability threshold effects, stabilizing mutations,
both in proximity to the active-site pocket and in distant regions,
are essential for the accumulation of function-enhancing
mutations (Goldsmith et al., 2017).
Because of epistasis and stability threshold effects, the evolution of variants with significant enhancement in an enzyme activity demands multiple mutations of different types affecting
different regions of the protein. Laboratory evolution experiments, for instance, may comprise more than a dozen rounds
of genetic diversification and selection for improved mutants
(Bloom and Arnold, 2009; Tracewell and Arnold, 2009; Bigley
et al., 2013; Goldsmith et al., 2017), and substantial improvements by 3 orders of magnitude or more require, on average,
ten mutations (Badenhorst and Bornscheuer, 2018; Goldsmith
and Tawfik, 2017). The majority of these mutations occur outside
of the catalytic pocket and are likely to affect activity only
indirectly by enhancing tolerance to function-enhancing
mutations. Another complication is that laboratory evolution
experiments are laborious and demand high-throughput or
even ultrahigh-throughput screening (>106 variants per round)
(Esvelt et al., 2011). Such screens, however, are only applicable
to certain enzyme activities and typically employ synthetic model
substrates.
In principle, computational protein design strategies could
bypass the need for multiple rounds of experimental optimization
Molecular Cell 72, 1–9, October 4, 2018 ª 2018 Elsevier Inc. 1
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Figure 1. Flow Chart Illustrating Key Steps
in the Design of Functional Repertoires
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because they are unconstrained by mutational trajectories. Previous applications of protein design computed favorable point
mutants or focused libraries for experimental screening (Pavelka
et al., 2009; Reetz et al., 2006; Damborsky and Brezovsky, 2009;
Hilvert, 2013; Wijma et al., 2015), yielding limited gains in activity
(Cherny et al., 2013; Badenhorst and Bornscheuer, 2018), and de
novo designed enzymes exhibited low catalytic efficiencies
(Khersonsky et al., 2012; Blomberg et al., 2013; Baker, 2010;
Khare et al., 2012). Overall, computational enzyme design
remains a specialized expertise and still depends on laboratory
evolution to reach efficiencies comparable with those seen in
natural enzymes (Khersonsky et al., 2012; Blomberg et al.,
2013; Baker, 2010; Khare et al., 2012). Thus, substantial gaps
remain in our understanding and control of the basic principles
of enzyme design.
To address these gaps, we developed a new automated
strategy that designs stable networks of interacting residues
at the active site and selects a small set of diverse designs
amenable to low-throughput screening. Our strategy addresses stability threshold effects by first designing a stable
enzyme scaffold and addresses epistasis by designing dense
and preorganized networks of interacting active-site multipoint
mutants. It does not a priori target a specific substrate because
this demands accurate models of the enzyme transition
state complex, and such models are rarely attainable. Rather,
this strategy results in a repertoire of stable and highly efficient
enzymes that can be screened for the activities of interest.
Starting from two different enzymes, we used this strategy to
design functionally diverse repertoires comprising dozens of
enzymes that exhibited 10- to 4,000-fold improvements in a
range of activities. Encouraged by the robustness and
effectiveness of the new strategy and by the outcome of our
previous, publicly available protein stabilization platform,
PROSS (Protein Repair One Stop Shop) (Goldenzweig et al.,
2016), we implemented the new algorithm, which we called
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The images illustrate steps in the generation of a
repertoire of phosphotriesterase enzymes starting
from a bacterial phosphotriesterase (PTE; PDB:
1HZY).
(A) Active-site positions are selected for design,
and at each position, sequence space is constrained by evolutionary conservation analysis
(position-specific scoring matrix [PSSM]) and
mutational scanning stability calculations (DDG).
(B) Multipoint mutants are exhaustively enumerated using Rosetta atomistic design calculations.
The PTE active site comprises a bimetal center
(gray spheres) of Zn2+ ions that are liganded by six
highly conserved residues (gray sticks); eight
additional residues (colored sticks) comprise the
active-site wall and are less conserved.
(C and D) The designs are ranked by energy (C),
and the sequences are clustered to obtain a
repertoire of diverse, low-energy designs for
experimental testing (D).
Designed positions are colored consistently in
(A)–(D). See also Table S1.

FuncLib, as an automated web-accessible server (http://
FuncLib.weizmann.ac.il).
DESIGN
FuncLib’s goal is to design a small set of stable, efficient, and
functionally diverse multipoint active-site mutants suitable for
low-throughput experimental testing. The design strategy is
general and can be applied, in principle, to any natural enzyme
using its molecular structure and a diverse set of homologous
sequences (Figure 1).
The focal point of our study was the metalloenzyme phosphotriesterase (PTE) from Pseudomonas diminuta (Holden
et al., 2001). In addition to highly efficient hydrolysis of
the organophosphate pesticide paraoxon (kcat/KM approximately 108 M1s1), PTE promiscuously hydrolyzes esters,
lactones, and diverse organophosphates, including toxic
nerve agents such as VX, Russian VX, soman (GD), and cyclosarin (GF), albeit with kcat/KM values that are orders of
magnitude lower than for paraoxon (Figure 2A; Jackson et al.,
2009). Effective organophosphate detoxification for in vivo
protection, however, demands high catalytic efficiency with a
minimal kcat/KM of 107 M1min1, motivating several recent
enzyme engineering efforts that targeted PTE (Bigley et al.,
2013, 2015; Goldsmith et al., 2017; Cherny et al., 2013).
Furthermore, the threat from a new generation of nerve
agents (‘‘Novichoks’’), similar in structure to VX and GF (Peplow, 2018), reinforces the need for broad-spectrum nerve
agent hydrolases.
Because active-site mutations often impair protein stability,
we started active-site design calculations from dPTE2, a variant
of PTE-S5 (Roodveldt and Tawfik, 2005) with 20 stabilizing
mutations outside of the active-site pocket that was previously
designed in our laboratories using the PROSS stability design
algorithm (Goldenzweig et al., 2016). dPTE2 exhibited higher
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Figure 2. A Designed Repertoire of Phosphotriesterases Exhibits Orders of Magnitude Improvement in a Range of Promiscuous Activities,
Including the Hydrolysis of Highly Toxic Nerve Agents
(A) The bacterial PTE is a paraoxonase exhibiting additional promiscuous hydrolase activities. The dashed red lines indicate the bonds that PTE hydrolyzes in
each of the substrates tested in this study, and the asterisks indicate chiral centers.
(B) Fold improvement in catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM) of the top FuncLib designs relative to PTE-S5, showing a remarkable, more than 1,000-fold improvement in
nerve agent hydrolysis efficiency in several designs. The number of active-site mutations is indicated above the bars.
(C) Activity profiles of the top PTE designs. Several designs, most prominently PTE_27, PTE_28, and PTE_27.14, exhibit substantially broadened substrate
selectivity relative to PTE S5. Data for nerve agents are shown for the more toxic Sp stereoisomers. Data are represented as mean ± SD of duplicate
measurements. N.D., not determined.
See also Tables S1, S2, and S3.

stability and 5-fold higher bacterial expression yields than PTES5 while retaining wild-type levels of activity.
We selected eight active-site positions that comprise the PTE
active-site wall (first shell) for design. FuncLib starts by defining a
sequence space comprising active-site point mutations that are
predicted to be individually tolerated (Figure 1A). First, it retains
only mutations with at least a modest probability of occurrence in
the natural diversity according to a multiple sequence alignment
of homologs. Second, it eliminates point mutations that substantially destabilize the wild-type protein according to Rosetta
atomistic modeling. Applied to the PTE active-site pocket, for
instance, no mutations were allowed in its Zn2+-chelating
residues, whereas other first-shell positions were allowed even
radical mutations (Figures 1A and 1B). The two-step filtering
drastically reduced the combinatorial space of multipoint
mutants at the eight active-site positions from 1010 mutants,
when all 20 amino acids were allowed at each position,
to < 105. From this filtered set, we modeled and refined all multipoint mutants that comprised 3–5 mutations relative to wild-type
PTE in Rosetta, including backbone and side-chain minimization, to enable radical mutations such as from small to large
amino acid side chains (Figure 1B). Next, we ranked all multipoint

mutants according to their predicted stability (Figure 1C). Thus,
the top-ranked designs were predicted to exhibit stable and
preorganized active-site pockets, a prerequisite for high catalytic efficiency (Warshel, 1998; Lapidoth et al., 2018). Surprisingly, we found that hundreds of unique active-site designs
exhibited energies that were as favorable as or better than that
of wild-type PTE, suggesting that a very large space of
potentially tolerated multipoint mutants at the active site was
accessible by computational design. Finally, we clustered the
designs (Figure 1D), eliminating ones that differed by fewer
than two active-site mutations from one another or from wildtype PTE and selected the top 49 designs for experimental
testing (Table S1).
Note that, in this implementation, FuncLib does not require
a model of the enzyme transition state complex. Instead, it computes diverse but stable networks of interacting residues at the
active-site pocket, encoding different stereochemical complementarities for alternative substrates that do not need to be
defined a priori. We therefore anticipated that the designs would
collectively form a functional repertoire from which individual designs that efficiently hydrolyzed various target substrates could
be isolated. In applications that target a specific substrate, by
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Table 1. Specificity Changes as Ratios of Catalytic Efficiency,
kcat/KM, in PTE Variants

Paraoxon:
TBBL

Specificity
Switch
Relative
to dPTE2
(TBBL)
1

PTE Variant

Paraoxon:
2NA

Specificity
Switch
Relative
to dPTE2
(2NA)

dPTE2

31,049

1

1,407

PTE_5

3.41

9,104

98.7

14

PTE_13

1,149

27

15.7

90

PTE_24

25.7

1,210

7.6

186

PTE_25

0.13

246,732

5.2

272

PTE_26

4.61

6,737

0.1

11,219

PTE_27

1,454

21

8.8

161

PTE_28

7.60

4,086

148

10

PTE_36

0.04

741,664

4.1

347

PTE_27.14

591

53

1,207

1

contrast, sequence space can be further constrained by
designing the enzyme in the presence of the substrate or transition state model, and this option is enabled in the FuncLib web
server.
RESULTS
Orders of Magnitude Efficiency Gains in a Designed
Catalytic Repertoire
All PTE designs retained detectable levels of paraoxonase
activity (Table S1), demonstrating that their active site was intact
and functional despite the high sequence diversity. We next
measured the designs’ specific activities with alternative, promiscuous substrates, including phosphotriesters other than
paraoxon, phosphodiesters, carboxy-esters, and lactones (Figure 2A). Following this initial screen, the catalytic efficiencies
of the most active designs were determined. Most designs
exhibited efficiency gains relative to the wild-type enzyme with
respect to at least one substrate. Ten designs exhibited
improved efficiencies in hydrolyzing the pesticide malathion by
up to 14-fold, 15 showed similar levels of improvement (up to
16-fold) in lactonase efficiency, and 35 exhibited remarkable
gains of up to 1,000-fold in esterase efficiency (Figures 2B and
2C; Table S1). The largest gains in activity were observed for
substrates that showed weak activities in the wild-type enzyme,
demonstrating that FuncLib could improve a range of weak
promiscuous activities.
In addition to exhibiting improved catalytic efficiencies, the designs also showed vast changes in substrate selectivity. For
instance, PTE-S5 is selective for paraoxon over the ester 2NA
by 3 3 104-fold. Through only five active-site mutations, selectivity is reversed in design PTE_36 to 0.04, a nearly million-fold
selectivity switch. Similarly, PTE-S5 favors paraoxon over the
synthetic lactone tetrabutyl butyrolactone (TBBL) by 103-fold,
whereas, in design PTE_26, selectivity is switched to 0.1
(Table 1). Remarkably, these designs retained substantial paraoxonase activity (kcat/KM R 104 M1s1), demonstrating that
some of the designs broadened substrate recognition rather
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than only trading off one activity for another (Figure 2C). Consistent with this conclusion, several designs exhibited increased
efficiency with respect to the disfavored stereoisomer of methyl
coumarin phosphonates relative to the wild-type while retaining
high efficiency against the natively favored stereoisomer
(Table S1).
We next measured the catalytic efficiency of the designs that
retained high phosphotriesterase activity with the toxic nerve
agents VX, Russian VX (RVX), soman (GD), and cyclosarin (GF)
(Table S2). PTE_27 exhibited a 66-fold increase in VX hydrolysis
efficiency relative to wild-type PTE, and PTE_28 exhibited
remarkable gains in efficiency of 1,550- and 3,980-fold in hydrolyzing RVX and GF, respectively. Starting from PTE_27, we tested
a second round of design, this time directing FuncLib to model all
combinations of 3–5 mutations that occurred in the best nerve
agent hydrolases tested in the first round and eliminating designs
that were predicted to be unstable (>8 Rosetta energy units
relative to PTE_27). We experimentally tested the 14 resulting
designs, finding that designs PTE_27.14 and PTE_27.16 exhibited increased activity toward GD (32-fold and 122-fold,
respectively), and both designs exhibited a 3,000-fold increase
in hydrolyzing GF. These designs, with kcat/kM R 107 M1min1
for the highly toxic nerve agents RVX, GD, and GF, may be suitable for in vivo detoxification (Wille et al., 2016).
Note that the efficiency gains observed by testing 63 designs
were comparable with the best variants from the application of
more than a dozen rounds of diversification and experimental
testing of thousands of variants using conventional laboratory
evolution strategies (Badenhorst and Bornscheuer, 2018; Bigley
et al., 2013; Goldsmith et al., 2017; Table S3). Furthermore, laboratory evolution experiments demand separate selection
campaigns for each substrate, whereas the designed repertoire
comprised dozens of enzymes that exhibited improved efficiency toward each of the substrates we tested. Additionally,
all of the designs showed bacterial expression levels comparable with the highly expressed dPTE2 design (>300 mg protein
per liter culture; Figure S1; Goldenzweig et al., 2016). These
results demonstrate that the combination of PROSS and
FuncLib may not exhibit the stability threshold bottlenecks that
have constrained the laboratory evolution of many enzymes,
including PTE (Bershtein et al., 2006; Bloom et al., 2006; Goldsmith et al., 2017; Goldenzweig and Fleishman, 2018). Thus,
FuncLib results in a small but functionally highly diverse repertoire of stable and efficient enzymes and may, in some cases,
bypass the requirement for high-throughput screens.
Structural Bases of High Catalytic Efficiency and
Selectivity
To understand what molecular factors underlie the high gains
in catalytic efficiency in some designs, we used X-ray crystallography and determined the molecular structures of PTE_5
(280-fold improved activity with 2NA), PTE_27 (65-fold improved
activity with TBBL and 103-fold improved activity with S-VX),
and PTE_28 (3,980-fold improved activity with GF) (Figure 3;
Table S4). All three structures showed high accuracy relative
to their respective models (root-mean-square deviation
[RMSD] < 0.5 Å over the backbone and 0.3 Å all-atom RMSD
in mutated active-site residues) (Figure S2), confirming that
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the design process resulted in precise and preorganized activesite pockets as required for high-efficiency catalysis (Lapidoth
et al., 2018).
We used molecular docking simulations to model the toxic Sp
stereoisomers of VX, RVX, and GD in the active-site pockets of
PTE_27, PTE_28, and PTE_27.14, respectively. The resulting
models indicated that the designed active-site pockets were
large enough to accommodate the bulky nerve agents and
form direct contacts with them, mostly because of two largeto-small substitutions, His254Gly and Leu303Thr (Figure 3;
Figure S2). These direct contacts may also underlie the high
enantioselectivity observed in some designs (>104 for design
PTE_28; Table S2). Furthermore, several improved esterases
and lactonases (PTE 13–15, 30–34, and 36) encoded the
His254Arg mutation, which changed the sterics and electrostatics of the active-site pocket, as also reported in laboratory
evolution studies that enhanced these activities (Afriat-Jurnou
et al., 2012; Tokuriki et al., 2012; Figure 3). We therefore
concluded that the FuncLib mutations only affected the structure of the active-site pocket; that the designed repertoire encoded substantial stereochemical diversity in the active site,
leading to large selectivity changes; and that a handful of
active-site mutations were sufficient to effect orders-of-magnitude improvements in catalytic efficiency and selectivity for
several substrates.
Sign Epistasis among Designed Mutations
In each design, the mutations are spatially clustered. We therefore anticipated that some designs would show complex
epistatic relationships, whereby the effects of multipoint mutants
could not be simply predicted based on the effects of the singlepoint mutants. We therefore measured the specific activities of

Figure 3. The Stereochemical Properties of
the Designed Active-Site Pockets Underlie
Selectivity Changes in PTE Designs
PTE_27 and PTE_28 exhibit a larger active-site
pocket than PTE and high catalytic efficiency
against bulky V- and G-type nerve agents. In
clockwise order from top left, molecular renderings are based on PDB: 1HZY, 6GBJ, 6GBK, and
6GBL (Table S4). Spheres indicate ions of the
bimetal center. Figure S2 shows models of the
designed enzymes with docked substrates. An
animated interactive 3D complement (I3DC) is
available in Proteopedia at http://proteopedia.org/
w/Journal:Molecular_Cell:2.

M317

all single- and double-point mutants
comprising three of the best designs:
PTE_5, PTE_27, and PTE_32 with four,
three, and four active-site mutations relaW257
tive to PTE, respectively (Figures 4; FigG254
ure S3). In PTE_5 and PTE_32, the point
mutations improved catalytic efficiency
relative to the wild-type, but some double
mutants exhibited efficiencies that were
substantially lower than those of the
wild-type.
PTE_5 provided a compelling case of sign epistasis (Figure 4;
Weinreich et al., 2005). All point mutations improved specific activity with the ester 2NA. All double mutants, however, were
worse than the single-point His257Trp, and three of the double
mutants were even worse than the starting point dPTE2. Most
revealing, the combination of two double mutants that exhibited
lower specific activities than dPTE2, His254Arg/His257Trp and
Leu303Thr/Met317Leu, resulted in the most active design
PTE_5, which improved specific activity by 2 orders of magnitude relative to dPTE2 and by 3 orders of magnitude relative to
the Leu303Thr/Met317Leu double mutant. Furthermore, at the
level of DNA, the point mutations His/Trp and Leu/Thr require
three and two nucleotide exchanges, respectively, drastically
reducing the odds for the emergence of PTE_5 through stepwise
accumulation of mutations. A previous analysis of mutational
trajectories leading to enhanced fitness in clinically isolated
b-lactamase mutants noted the pervasiveness of sign epistasis
among function-enhancing mutations, but a fraction of the
trajectories in that case showed monotonous and, therefore,
evolutionarily selectable improvement in activity (Weinreich
et al., 2006). For PTE_5, by contrast, our analysis suggested
not even a single mutational trajectory of monotonously
increasing activity. Hence, FuncLib may access mutants that
cannot be obtained through the stepwise accumulation of
beneficial mutations, which is a prerequisite for natural or
laboratory evolution (Tracewell and Arnold, 2009).
L271

Broadened Substrate Selectivity in a Repertoire of
Acyl-CoA Synthetases
To test FuncLib’s generality, we next applied it to the Salmonella
enterica acetyl coenzyme A (CoA) synthetase (ACS), which
ligates CoA and acetate in a two-step reaction (Figure 5A).
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Figure 4. Designed Mutations Exhibit Sign Epistatic Relationships
Each green circle represents a mutant of dPTE2, and the gray orbits represent
the number of mutations from dPTE2. The area of each circle is proportional to
the design’s specific activity in hydrolyzing the aryl ester 2-naphthyl acetate
(2NA). PROSS-stabilized design dPTE2, which was used as the starting point
for FuncLib design, exhibits low specific activity. Each of the point mutants
exhibits improved specific activity, but specific activity declines in the double
mutants. Last, the quad mutant, design PTE_5, substantially improves specific
activity relative to all single or double mutants. See also Figure S3.

Acyl-CoA formation is a first and critical step leading to a variety
of useful modifications, including the reduction of carboxylic
acids to aldehydes that, in turn, can be reduced to alcohols or
alkanes, which can be used as biofuels; aldehydes can also be
used to form new carbon-carbon bonds via aldol condensation.
ACS variants that efficiently ligate different aliphatic acids may
therefore open the way to new and efficient synthetic pathways.
Effective protein engineering of non-hydrolytic enzymes, such
as ACS, is a challenge (Kaltenbach and Tokuriki, 2014). Indeed,
ACS binds three substrates (an acid and two cofactors, AMP
and CoA) and performs two reactions in a ping-pong mechanism.
Similar to many other non-hydrolytic enzymes, ACS exhibits fairly
limited catalytic efficiency even toward its native substrate acetate
(kcat/kM = 4.5 3 104 M1s1) (Reger et al., 2007), is not amenable to
high-throughput screening, and has not been subjected to in vitro
evolution so far and, therefore, presented an intriguing test case
for FuncLib. In addition to acetate-CoA ligation, ACS accepts
other aliphatic acids, foremost propionate (Reger et al., 2007);
however, the substrate diversity observed in natural ACS enzymes
is much more restricted than that observed in PTE.
The ACS active site presented a challenge to our design strategy because it was much more evolutionarily conserved than
that of PTE, and mutations at several active-site positions were
prohibited by the evolutionary conservation filter used by
FuncLib. We therefore extended the design to the second-shell
positions Ser314 and Tyr315 (Figure 5A), anticipating that
such mutations might cooperate with first-shell mutations to
further alter the shape of the active site and allow access to
larger acids than acetate. With the intent of obtaining a stable
starting enzyme for FuncLib designs, we first tested two auto-
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matically generated PROSS-stabilized variants (Goldenzweig
et al., 2016) of the S. enterica ACS and chose the one that
showed the highest level of acetate-CoA synthesis activity
(ACS_PROSS). This variant comprised 47 mutations outside of
the active-site pocket and exhibited 100-fold higher bacterial
expression levels than S. enterica ACS. We then selected 29
FuncLib designs with 3–6 mutations at eight active-site positions
for experimental testing (Table S5).
As with PTE, all ACS designs exhibited extremely high bacterial
expression yields (>300 mg protein per liter culture; Figure S1).
The designs’ specific activity was determined with different acids
(formate, acetate, butyrate, isobutyrate, glycine, valerate, isovalerate, caproate, and phenyl acetate) using endpoint thiol detection of CoA with 5,50 -dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) (Table
S5). All designs retained detectable levels of acetyl-CoA ligase
activity despite the complexity of the active-site pocket and the
catalytic mechanism. Seven designs demonstrated increased
activity with both butyrate and isobutyrate (up to 10-fold and
47-fold, respectively), and four designs exhibited up to 4-fold
increased activity with caproate (Figure 5B; Figure S4).
The specificity profiles of the best designs changed substantially relative to ACS_PROSS. ACS_9 and ACS_27 exhibited
comparable specific activity with isobutyrate and acetate. In
fact, these two designs reached specific activities with butyrate
and isobutyrate that ACS_PROSS exhibited with its native
substrate acetate, whereas ACS_PROSS exhibited at least
50-fold lower specific activity with isobutyrate (Table S6). The
increased catalytic efficiency of ACS designs toward larger
acids was confirmed using an NADH consumption assay, which
couples CoA synthesis with lactate dehydrogenase activity
(Reger et al., 2007; Figure S5).
Collectively, the results indicate that FuncLib can reliably
improve low starting activities, whether in enzymes that exhibit
high sequence diversity and substrate promiscuity, such as
PTE, or high conservation, restricted substrate specificity, and
a complex multistep catalytic mechanism, such as ACS.
DISCUSSION
Natural and laboratory evolution of altered activities depend on
the stepwise accumulation of mutations, each of which must
be at least neutral in fitness (Weinreich et al., 2005; Tracewell
and Arnold, 2009). Following a few mutations, however, improvements in activity often plateau because of epistasis or stability threshold effects (Bershtein et al., 2006; Bloom et al., 2006;
Goldsmith et al., 2017). Typical evolutionary trajectories leading
from one highly efficient enzyme to another are therefore timeconsuming and often comprise dozens of enabling mutations
outside of the active site, most of which only contribute to the
activity indirectly; for instance, by stabilizing the enzyme (Badenhorst and Bornscheuer, 2018). The strategy presented in this
manuscript rationalizes and accelerates the generation of stable
enzymes exhibiting altered activities. It starts by designing
stable and highly expressed enzyme variants (Goldenzweig
et al., 2016) and then designs dozens of variants that encode
preorganized networks of active-site mutants exhibiting different
physicochemical features. FuncLib requires a single molecular
structure of the target enzyme and a set of diverse sequence
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Figure 5. A Designed Repertoire of AcylCoA Synthetases and Substantially Broadened Substrate Selectivity
(A) The ACS active site. Positions where design
was enabled are shown as green sticks, and AMP
and CoA substrates are shown as teal lines. Amino
acid positions and identities allowed during design
are indicated.
(B) Specific activity of ACS variants, normalized to
that of ACS_PROSS with acetate, demonstrates
substantial broadening of substrate selectivity in
designs ACS_9, ACS_16, and ACS_27. Data are
represented as mean ± SDs of duplicate measurements.
See also Tables S5 and S6 and Figures S4 and S5.

homologs (in the two reported test cases, hundreds of unique
sequences were available). The combination of evolutionary
conservation analysis and Rosetta atomistic modeling focuses
design calculations on stable, preorganized, and functional
active-site constellations. Although FuncLib uses evolutionary
conservation analysis, the resulting designs show high-efficiency catalysis even toward nerve agents—human-made compounds for which efficient enzymes are unlikely to exist in nature.
FuncLib can therefore expand on the functional diversity that can
be accessed through genome mining and, in combination with
PROSS stability design, yields stable, highly expressed, and
functionally diverse enzymes.
In the two case studies presented here, small-scale testing of
FuncLib designs was sufficient to identify variants that exhibited
orders-of-magnitude changes in enzyme activity profiles without
loss in apparent protein stability. FuncLib can therefore be used
to rapidly optimize specific activities or generate functional repertoires from enzymes that are not amenable to high-throughput
screening. Indeed, the emergence of a new generation of nerve
agents (Peplow, 2018) adds urgency for rapid design of highly
efficient functional repertoires as demonstrated here. Furthermore, although conventional active-site design strategies rely
on transition-state modeling, FuncLib computes diverse and
stable networks of interacting active-site mutations, enabling
design even in the cases discussed here for which enzyme
transition state models are uncertain. Although the designed
mutations conserve the wild-type backbone structure, some
designs exhibit sign epistatic relationships that render these
designs all but inaccessible to stepwise mutational trajectories.
Thus, the sequence space of an enzyme active site provides a
vast resource of functional diversity that defies exploration by
natural and laboratory evolution but can now be accessed
through computational protein design.
Limitations
FuncLib requires a molecular structure and a diverse set of
sequence homologs as input. In the absence of a molecular structure, we anticipate that, in some cases, comparative modeling
may provide a starting point for design. We caution, however,
that computational design is sensitive to atomic details, particularly in dense regions such as an enzyme active site. In the

absence of sufficient diversity of sequence homologs, FuncLib
may productively combine mutations that were observed in
experimental screens, including deep mutational scanning, and
the FuncLib web server provides an option to manually define
the allowed sequence space based on such observations.
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Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Sarel J.
Fleishman (sarel.fleishman@weizmann.ac.il).
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
PTE, ACS and CobB proteins were expressed in Escherichia coli BL21 DE3 cells. The bacteria were grown at 37 C prior to induction
and at 20 C after induction with IPTG.
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METHOD DETAILS
Computational Methods
PROSS Stability Design Calculations
In the case of PTE, the previously described design dPTE2 (Goldenzweig et al., 2016) was used as the starting point for FuncLib
calculations. ACS from S. enterica (PDB: 1PG4) was stabilized using the PROSS web-server (http://pross.weizmann.ac.il), which
automatically collected 478 unique homologs. Two designs were experimentally tested, and the design with higher acetyl-CoA
synthetase activity (ACS_PROSS) was chosen as the starting point for FuncLib calculations.
FuncLib Calculations
We defined the active-site residues to be designed by visual examination of the enzyme molecular structures (PDB: 1HZY and 1PG4
for PTE and ACS, respectively). Evolutionary conservation scores were computed from Position-Specific Scoring Matrices (PSSMs)
and DDG values were computed essentially as described previously (Goldenzweig et al., 2016). Tolerated amino acid identities at the
active site were filtered according to the following thresholds: PSSM R 2 and DDG % +6 R.e.u. and PSSM R 1 and DDG %+5
R.e.u. for PTE and ACS, respectively. In the case of ACS, we also carried out the same calculations with cutoffs PSSM R 2 and
DDG % +4 R.e.u.
We next exhaustively enumerated all possible combinations of at least three and as many as five and six mutations in PTE and ACS,
respectively. Each mutant was modeled in Rosetta, including combinatorial sidechain packing, and the backbone and sidechains
of all residues were minimized, subject to harmonic restraints on the Ca coordinates of the entire protein. All designs were ranked
according to all-atom energy, and the top-ranked designs were chosen for experimental analysis after removing designs with fewer
than two mutations relative to one another.
FuncLib Web-Server
The web-server implements several important improvements relative to the method used to design the reported PTE and ACS
variants. In designing the PTE and ACS variants, a multiple-sequence alignment (MSA) was computed for the entire protein
sequence, and wherever loops were observed in the query structure, any aligned sequence that exhibited gaps relative to the query
was eliminated to reduce alignment ambiguity (see ref. Goldenzweig et al., 2016 for details). In the FuncLib web-server, by contrast,
all secondary-structure elements are subjected to this filtering, resulting in improved PSSM accuracy, particularly in the active-site
pocket. Furthermore, the web-server implements more accurate atomistic modeling and scoring: it uses the recent Rosetta energy
function ref15 (Park et al., 2016) with improved electrostatics and solvation potentials relative to previous Rosetta energy functions;
implements harmonic coordinate restraints on sidechain atoms of essential amino acid residues in the catalytic pocket to guarantee
their preorganization; restricts refinement to amino acids within 8 Å of designed positions instead of refining the entire protein; allows
the user to modify the tolerated sequence space (for instance, based on prior experimental and structural analysis); and enables
modeling of small-molecule ligands or transition-state complexes.
Substrate Docking
The Adaptive-PELE method (Lecina et al., 2017) with an ε-greedy reward phase based on the protein-ligand interaction energy was
used to dock the Sp stereoisomers of nerve agent substrates VX, RVX and GD into PTE_27, PTE_28, and PTE_27.14 designs, respectively. Catalytic poses were obtained using 50 PELE trajectories, each running for 6 hr in a computing core. Substrates were initially
positioned in the vicinity of the active-site pocket and were diffused by Adaptive-PELE to their binding catalytic poses.
Detailed Protocol
Cloning
Synthetic genes for the parental enzymes and the designed variants were codon optimized for efficient E. coli expression, and
custom synthesized as linear fragments by Twist Bioscience. The genes of PTE designs were amplified and cloned into the pMal
C2 vector with N-terminal MBP fusion tag through the EcoRI and PstI restriction sites. The variable segment of ACS gene was
introduced into pET21d plasmid containing the PROSS-stabilized ACS gene by RF cloning (van den Ent and Löwe, 2006). The
plasmids were transformed into E. coli BL21 DE3 cells, and DNA was extracted for Sanger sequencing to validate accuracy.
Protein Expression
2 mL of 2YT medium supplemented with 100 mg/ml ampicillin (and 0.1 mM ZnCl2 in case of PTE) were inoculated with a single colony
and grown at 37 C for 15h. 10ml 2YT medium supplemented with 100 mg/ml ampicillin (and 0.1 mM ZnCl2 in case of PTE) were
inoculated with 0.2 mL overnight culture and grown at 37 C to an OD600 of 0.6. Overexpression was induced with 0.2 mM IPTG,
and the cultures were grown for 24h at 20 C. After centrifugation and storage at 20 C, the pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer
and lysed by sonication.
PTE Purification
PTE lysis buffer: 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM NaHCO3, 0.1 mM ZnCl2, benzonase and 0.1 mg/ml lysozyme. The protein
was bound to amylose resin (NEB), washed with 50 mM Tris with 100 mM NaCl and 0.1 mM ZnCl2, and the proteins were eluted with
wash buffer containing 10 mM maltose. The elution fraction was used for SDS-PAGE gel and before activity assays the proteins were
dialyzed in wash buffer. For crystallization, the PTE variants were recloned into pETMBPH vector containing an N-terminal 6xHis tag
and MBP fusion (Peleg and Unger, 2008) and the expression was performed with 500 mL culture. After purification, the protein was
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digested with TEV protease to remove the MBP fusion tag (1:20 TEV, 1 mM DTT, 24-48h/RT). The MBP fusion was removed by binding to Ni2+-NTA resin, and the protein was purified by gel filtration (HiLoad 26/600 Superdex75 preparative grade column, GE).
ACS Purification
ACS lysis buffer: 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl, 1mM TCEP, benzonase and 0.1 mg/ml lysozyme. The protein was bound to
Ni-NTA resin (Merck) supplemented with 10mM imidazole, washed with 20 mM imidazole in 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl,
and the proteins were eluted with wash buffer containing 250 mM imidazole. The elution fraction was analyzed by SDS-PAGE gel and
the proteins were dialyzed in 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) with 100 mM NaCl. Prior to activity assays ACS variants had to be deacetylated
with CobB for activation, due to in vivo acetylation of the catalytic lysine.
CobB Production and ACS Deacetylation
E. coli cells overexpressing CobB were taken from ASKA library (Kitagawa et al., 2005), 10 mL 2YT supplemented with 35 mg/ml
chloramphenicol and 1% glucose were grown at 37 C for 15h. 1.5L 2YT medium supplemented with 35 mg/ml chloramphenicol
were inoculated with 10 mL overnight culture and grown at 37 C to an OD600 of 1. Overexpression was induced with 0.5 mM
IPTG, and the cultures were grown for 20h at 16 C. After centrifugation and storage at 20 C, the pellets were resuspended in lysis
buffer and lysed by sonication. CobB lysis buffer: 20mM Tris (pH 8). 100mM NaCl, 1mM DTT, benzonase, and 0.1mg/ml lysozyme.
The protein was bound to Ni-NTA resin (Merck) supplemented with 10mM imidazole, washed with 30 mM imidazole in 20 mM Tris
(pH 8) with 100 mM NaCl, and eluted with wash buffer containing 250 mM imidazole. The elution fraction was used for SDS-PAGE
gel and the proteins was dialyzed in 50mM Tris (pH 8), 100mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 0.5mM DTT. Deacetylation was performed
overnight at 37 C in a mix containing 3 mM CobB, 20-40 mM ACS designs and 1mM NAD+.
Kinetic Measurements
The kinetic measurements of PTE designs were performed with purified proteins in activity buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0 with 100 mM
NaCl, and 0.1 mM ZnCl2). A range of enzyme concentrations was used, depending on the activity. The activity of PTE designs was
tested colorimetrically with phosphotriesters (paraoxon (0.5mM), malathion (0.25mM), EMP, IMP, CMP, PMP (0.1mM)), esters
(p-nitrophenyl acetate (0.5mM), p-nitrophenyl octanoate (0.1mM), 2NA (0.3mM)), and lactones (TBBL (0.5mM) (Khersonsky and
Tawfik, 2006), g-nonanoic lactone (0.5mM, pH-sensitive assay, by monitoring the absorbance of m-cresol indicator at 577 nm).
The kinetic measurements were performed in 96-well plates (optical length – 0.5cm), and background hydrolysis rates were
subtracted.
The rate of hydrolysis of the V-type nerve agents in presence of OP hydrolases was performed as described (Cherny et al., 2013).
The in situ conversion of the coumarin surrogates to the corresponding G nerve agents in diluted aqueous solutions and the
monitoring of the rate of detoxification of the G agents by OP hydrolases were performed as previously described by Gupta et al.
(2011) and Ashani et al. (2011). Note that the concentration of the in situ generated G-and V-agents is non-hazardous foremost
because the in situ synthesis was performed on a small (mg) scale in diluted aqueous solutions. Nonetheless, due to their high
potency as inhibitors of AChE, all safety requirements were strictly observed.
Catalytic efficiencies (kcat/KM) were determined for the most active PTE designs by measuring the activity at several low substrate
concentrations in the approximated first-order kinetics region of the Michaelis-Menten equation.
The activity of ACS designs was determined by detection of remaining CoA with DTNB. Reaction mixture (100 ml) contained 5 mM
purified deacetylated ACS variant, 25mM HEPES pH 7.5, 1mM MgCl2, 0.25mM coenzyme A, 5mM ATP and 1mM of the substrates
(formate, acetate, propionate, butyrate, isobutyrate, valerate, isovalerate, glycine, caproate, and L-lactate). After 15 min incubation
at 37 C, 100 mL of 1mM DTNB were added to the reaction mixture, and OD412 was measured in BioTEK H1 plate reader. Subtraction
of the obtained OD from blank OD (no enzyme in reaction mixture) is the OD of reacted CoA.
A NADH consumption assay (Reger et al., 2007) was also used to assess the activity of ACS variants. Reaction mixture contained:
50mM HEPES pH 7.5, 5mM MgCl2, 1mM TCEP, 3mM phosphoenol pyruvate, 5U of myokinase, 1U of pyruvate kinase, 5.5U of
lactate dehydrogenase, 0.5mM NADH, 2.5mM ATP, 1.5mM CoA, 0-10mM substrate (acetate, butyrate, isobutyrate, and caproate),
and 0.5-1 mM purified deacetylated ACS, and the loss of NADH was monitored at 340nm. Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain
the kinetic parameters from the coupled assay, since it gave unrealistically low KM values, probably due to inhibition of the coupled
assay enzymes by substrates other than acetate.
Structure Determination and Refinement
Crystals of PTE_5, PTE_27 and PTE_28 were obtained using the hanging-drop vapor-diffusion method with a Mosquito robot (TTP
LabTech). All datasets were collected at 100 K on a single crystal on in-house RIGAKU RU-H3R X-ray. The crystals of PTE_5 were
grown from 0.85M Lithium sulfate and 0.05M HEPES pH = 7.0. The crystals formed in the space group P43212, with one dimer per
asymmetric unit and diffracted to 1.63 Å resolution. Crystals of PTE_27 were grown from 0.1M MgCl2*6H2O, 10% PEG 4000 and
0.05M Tris pH = 7.5. The crystals formed in the space group C2, with one dimer per asymmetric unit and diffracted to 1.9 Å resolution.
Crystals of PTE_28 were grown from 0.1M Mg(OAC)2*4H2O, 8% PEG 8000 and 0.05M Na cacodylate pH = 6.4. The crystals formed in
the space group C2, with one dimer per asymmetric unit and diffracted to 1.95 Å resolution.
Diffraction images of PTE_5, PTE_27 and PTE_28 crystals were indexed and integrated using the Mosflm program (Read and
Sussman, 2007), and the integrated reflections were scaled using the SCALA program (Evans, 2006). Structure factor amplitudes
were calculated using TRUNCATE (French and Wilson, 1978) from the CCP4 program suite. The PTE_5, PTE_27 and PTE_28
structures were solved by molecular replacement with the program PHASER (McCoy, 2007). The model used to solve the PTE_5,
PTE_27 and PTE_28 structures was the engineered organophosphorous hydrolase (PDB: 1QW7).
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All steps of atomic refinement were carried out with the CCP4/REFMAC5 program (Murshudov et al., 1997) and by Phenix refine
(Afonine et al., 2012). The models were built into 2mFobs - DFcalc, and mFobs - DFcalc maps by using the COOT program (Emsley and
Cowtan, 2004). Details of the refinement statistics of the PTE_5, PTE_27 and PTE_28 structures are described in Table S4.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical parameters are stated in the figure legends and under the appropriate Methods detail section. All the reported values
represent the averages ± standard deviations based on at least two independent measurements.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The Rosetta software suite for biomolecular design is available for download at https://www.rosettacommons.org/. Rosetta git
version 627f7dd22223c3074594934b789abb4f4e2e3b10 was used for all simulations. All Rosetta modeling and design was done
using RosettaScripts (Fleishman et al., 2011), which are available with their command lines and flag files in Methods S1. All design
calculations used the Rosetta talaris14 all-atom energy function, which is dominated by van der Waals packing, hydrogen bonding,
solvation, and electrostatics (O’Meara et al., 2015).
The coordinates of PTE_5, PTE_27 and PTE_28 were deposited in the RCSB Protein Data Bank with accession codes PDB: 6GBJ,
6GBK, and 6GBL, respectively. The structures will be released upon publication.
The plasmids with genes of active designs are available from AddGene: 75507.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
The PROSS web-server (http://pross.weizmann.ac.il) was used for protein stabilization.
The FuncLib web-server is available online (http://FuncLib.weizmann.ac.il).
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